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What Does Queerness Look Like... is an indulgent take 
on queer performance for heteronormative society by 
flipping the intended audience back towards the 
community itself. The exhibition will be a curated 
feature, and be occupied by both local and national 






-Investigate hypothesis of Queerness in relation 
Performance during a pandemic
-Deepen connections to the community and 
create a peer network of queer artists through 
conversations.
-Develop skills as mentor & mentee 
Develop mentee’s skills in curating and 
understanding how to successfully research and 












were a common 
trend in the early 





Queer Life in Quarantine, Organized by The Center in NYC




“Queer gatherings are a 
rejection of queer 
isolation…”
“The shutdown has clearly 
only intensified the yearning 
for connection, but it has 
also served as a reminder 
that to be queer is to find 
clever ways to respond to 
such yearning..”
Spencer Kornhaber, “The Coronavirus Is Testing Queer Culture,”
Naveen Kumar. "How Quarantine Can Help You Learn to Accept Your Body and Gender Identity."them., 12 August 2020. Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
How Quarantine Can Help You Learn to Accept Your Body and Gender Identity - them.
“Getting together in [queer] spaces 
has long been a meaningful way for 
queer people to celebrate our 
identities and feel we’re not alone. (...) 
But quarantine is also a unique 
chance to reorient how we think 
about ourselves when there’s less 
outside judgment.”
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
… Strategies for Quarantining in a Non-LGBTQ+ Affirming Environment
“... [in] life under quarantine, 
there will no doubt be members 
of our community who are 
forced to spend daunting 
amounts of time among family 
members, roommates, and 
others who question and even 
downright reject their 
identities.”
Wren Sanders. "9 Strategies for Quarantining in a Non-LGBTQ+ Affirming 









-Identify queer artists who have made and 
exhibited art during the pandemic
-Research the artist’s work they made pre- 
and post- COVID-19
-Write questions for artists that show 
research into their work












Heidi Rider, “Pleeeze Luv Me”, 
Digital Photgraphy.
Heidi Rider
Heidi Rider, “clowntown,” HEIDI RIDER, accessed 2021, https://www.heidirider.com/.
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Heidi Rider
Heidi Rider, “clowntown,” HEIDI RIDER, accessed 2021, https://www.heidirider.com/.
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Heidi Rider







“Ours Do Overcome,” mixed media on 









Lance L. Smith, 
Your Name, 2020, Video, 
Mixed Media on Handmade 
Paper, Plant in Bowl.
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Lance L. Smith
Lance L. Smith, Interés de Acción (Oculto), 2020 mixed media on amate 16 x 24”
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Lance L. Smith
Lance Smith, Ipomoea Purga, 












What does it mean 
to be queer in 
isolation?
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
What does it mean 
to publicly exhibit 








Adriana Chavez performing at Barrick Museum of Art, 2021
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Ilyana Raymond




Memorial for Queer Rhyolite, a 
temporary monument to 
dreams in the dust.
Packed desert sand and 












Barrick Museum of Art WorkShop Gallery
Reese, Stewart, Kerlin
Public Presentation
Vegas Institute for Contemporary Engagement Website
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